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A CAMERON-MARTIN TYPE QUASI-INVARIANCE THEOREM
FOR PINNED BROWNIAN MOTION ON A COMPACT

RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLD

BRUCE K. DRIVER

Abstract. The results in Driver [ 13] for quasi-invariance of Wiener measure

on the path space of a compact Riemannian manifold ( M) are extended to the

case of pinned Wiener measure. To be more explicit, let h: [0, 1] —» T0M

be a C1 function where M is a compact Riemannian manifold, o € M is

a base point, and T0M is the tangent space to M at o € M. Let W(M)

be the space of continuous paths from [0,1 ] into M, v be Wiener measure

on W{M) concentrated on paths starting at o e M, and Hs(a>) denote the

stochastic-parallel translation operator along a path at e W{M) up to "time"

s. (Note: Hs{(o) is only well defined up to ¡/-equivalence.) For a 6 W(M)

let Xh(a>) denote the vector field along w given by X^(a>) = Hs(oj)h(s) for

each 5 G [0, 1]. One should interpret Xh as a vector field on W{M). The

vector field Xh induces a flow Sh{t, •) : W(M) —» W(M) which leaves Wiener

measure (v) quasi-invariant, see Driver [13]. It is shown in this paper that the

same result is valid if h(\) = 0 and the Wiener measure {v) is replaced by a

pinned Wiener measure (ue). (The measure ve is proportional to the measure

v conditioned on the set of paths which start at o € M and end at a fixed end

point e € M.) Also as in [13], one gets an integration by parts formula for the

vector-fields Xh defined above.

1. Introduction

Let p denote standard Wiener measure on W(Rd) = C([0, 1], Rd), and

H denote the set of h £ W(Rd) such that h is Cl and h(0) = 0. The
classical Cameron-Martin theorem states (see Cameron and Martin [7]) that

ph = p(- - h) is equivalent to p and the Radon-Nikodym derivative of ph

with respect to u is

(1.1) ^(œ) = exAj\(s)-dœ(s)-X-j\h(s)\2ds\.

There has since been many extensions to this theorem, see for example Cameron

and Martin [8, 9], Girsanov [18], Gross [19], Kuo [27, 28], Kusuoka [30-33],
and Ramer [45]. There is also the group of extensions of the Cameron-Martin

theorem used in the study of loop groups; see Albeverio and Hoegh-Krohn

[2], Frenkel [16], Gross [22], and Malliavin and Malliavin [35].   In Driver
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[13] it is shown that the classical Cameron-Martin theorem extends to the case

of compact Riemannian manifolds (see Theorem 3.1), which includes Wiener

measure on the path space W(G) of a compact Lie group G. The purpose of

this paper is to extend the results in [ 13] to the case of "pinned Wiener measure"

on a compact Riemannian manifold M ; see Proposition 3.3 and Theorem 3.4.

We also derive an integration by parts formula for "A-derivatives"; see Theorem
3.13.

2. Notation and basic properties of pinned Brownian motion

In this section we setup some notation and review a number of prerequisites

for this article. The reader may also wish to consult Driver [13] for a more

detailed exposition of some of the material in this section.

2.1. Differential geometric preliminaries. In this paper the data (Md, g, V, o,

e, u0) will be fixed, where M is a compact connected manifold (without bound-

ary) of dimension d, g is a Riemannian metric on M, V is a g-compatible

covariant derivative, o and e are fixed points in M, and u0 is an orthonor-

mal frame at o £ M. (We view u0 as an isometry from Rd to T0M, the

tangent space to M at o.) The symbol V will also be used to denote the the

gradient operator acting on functions on M. The orthogonal frame bundle over

M will be denoted by 0(M) and n : O(M) —> M will be the fiber projection
map. Throughout this paper the covariant derivative (V) is always assumed to
be ^-compatible and "torsion skew symmetric" or TSS for short. The connec-

tion (V) is said to be torsion skew symmetric if the torsion tensor (T) satisfies

g(T(v ,w),w) = 0 for all v , w £ TmM and m £ M.
The Laplacian (A) with respect to (V) is the second order differential op-

erator acting on the smooth functions / e C°°(M) given by Af = spVdf =
J2"=i{FiE¡f - df(VE-E¡)}, where {Ei}ni=x is a local orthonormal frame.

We recall from Driver [13] that this Laplacian is the same as the Levi-Civita

Laplacian due to TSS condition on (V).

The Riemannian distance on M will be denoted by d(-, •). That is for

x, y e M, d(x, y) = inf(, J0 |<r'(s)| ds, where the infimum is taken over all

C'-paths a: [0, 1] -> M such that rj(0) = x and a(\) = y. I have also written

\a'(s)\ for (g(a'(s),o'(s)))x'2.

The standard horizontal vector fields on O(M) will be denoted by {B(a)}a€Rd

—recall that B(a)(u) is by definition the horizontal lift of the tangent vec-

tor ua £ Tn(U)M to TuO(M). The fundamental 1-form on 0(M) is the

Rd-valued 1-form (0) on 0(M) given by d(u') = u~xn*u', where u(s) is

a smooth path in 0(M). The connection 1-form is the Jo(22)-valued 1-form

on O(M) defined by co(u') = u~xVu/ds, where Vu/ds denotes the covari-

ant derivative of u along a = n o u. (Here S7u(s)/ds : Rd —► 7^(u(s))Af and

Vu(s)a/ds = V(u(s)a)/ds for all a £ Rd.)
It will also be convenient to define the "equivariant" form of the curvature

and torsion tensors. These forms are given by Ciu(a, b) = u~xR(ua, ub)u £

so(n), and 6u(a, b) = u~x T(ua, ub) £ Rd, where R is the curvature tensor

of (V), T is the torsion tensor, u £ O(M), and a and b are in Rd. For

more details on this notation see Driver [13] and Kobayashi and Nomizu [26].
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2.2. Heat kernel estimates. This section collects a number of estimates involv-

ing the heat kernel which will be needed in the sequel. Let ps(x, y) be the ker-

nel (with respect to the Riemannian volume form on M) of the heat operator

esA/2 Alternatively, ps(x, y) is the value at x £ M of the fundamental solu-

tion to the heat equation df/ds = jAf with initial condition f(0, •) = Sy(-).

We summarize the estimates that will be used in this paper in the following

theorem.

Theorem 2.1. There are constants e > 0, K > 0, and C¡ > 0 for i = I,... ,4

such that the following estimates hold for all x, y, and e £ M, and 0 < s < 1 :

(2.1) es-d/2e-Cld(x,ef/s < \psfXte)\ < Ks-d/2e-C2d(x,ef/s^

(2.2) IV, lnps(x, e)\ < C3[d(x, e)/s + i/y/1],

(2.3) 0<ps(x,e)/Ps(y,e) < *<*(*.*)/*.

Furthermore, the kernel ps(x, e) has the asymptotic expansion valid for x near

e and s near zero :

(2.4) Ps(x,e) = (2ns)-xe-d(x>e)1l2s{l +0(s)}.

Proof. The estimates in (2.1) are well known and can be found in a number of

references, see for example, Li and Yau [34], Cheeger and Yau [10], Davies [11],

Hamilton [23], Setti [49], and Varopoulos [54, 55]. Probabilistic expressions for

the left member of (2.2) may be found for example in Bismut [4], Jones and

Leandre [25], and Norris [43].
For the purposes of this paper the author has found the Hamilton paper most

useful. Equation (2.2) is an easy consequence of the results in [23] and equation

(2.1). Indeed, Corollary 1.3 in [23] asserts that there are constants A and B

depending only on (M, g) such that

s\Vlogps(x, e)\2 <Alog(B/sd'2ps(x,e)).

It is now trivial to conclude (2.2) from this estimate and the lower bound in

(2.1).
To prove (2.3) let a: [0, 1] —> M be a smooth path such that a(0) = y and

ct(1) = x. To simplify notation let l(t) = logps(a(t), e). Then it follows from

(2.2) (with Ci, sufficiently large) that

|/(1)-/(0)| < / \Vlogps(a(t),e).á(t)\dt<^ [ \à(t)\dt,
Jo s Jo

where we have used the fact that d(-, e) is bounded since M is compact. Now

take the infimum of the right-hand member of this last inequality to find that

\log(ps(x,e)/ps(y,e))\ = \logps(x, e)-logps(y, e)\ < -yd(x,y).

Equation (2.3) now easily follows.

Finally the asymptotic expansion in (2.4) is well known and can be found in

a number of references; see for example [18, 47].   D
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2.3. Brownian motions and pinned Brownian motions. We start this section with

some measure theoretic notation and conventions. Suppose that (Si, {S^}, SF)

is a filtered measurable space, P and Q are measures on (SI, &), and / :

Ci -> R is a ^-measurable function. The measures P and Q are said to be

equivalent if P and Q are absolutely continuous with respect to one another.

If p = dQ/dP is the Radon-Nikodym derivative of of Q with respect to P we

will write Q = p - P. The integral Jn f(co) dP(a>) will often be denoted simply

by P(f). More generally if/c^ is a sub-sigma field of & then P(f\&)
will denote the conditional expectation of / relative to ßf and P.

Remark 2.2. We will find it convenient to work with filtered measure spaces

(£2, {5FS} ,9r,P) where P is a finite but not necessarily a probability measure.

In these cases we say that a process {Xs} is an (SI, {^¡}, !?, />)-martingale

or Brownian motion if {Xs} is an (SI, {^}, y, P(i2)_1/,)-martingale or

Brownian motion respectively.

Suppose that Q is any manifold and that q0 £ Q is a fixed base point. Let

W(Q) = C([0, 1], Q) be the set of continuous paths from [0, 1] to Q. Let
Wqo(Q) be the subset of paths in W(Q) which start at q0. Given a function

4> : Si -» W(Q) and 5 e [0, 1], let </>s : Si -» Q be defined by <(>s(cu) = 4>(co)(s).
Clearly to specify 4> it suffices to specify </>s for each s £ [0, 1 ] in such a way

that 5 —> 4>s(co) is continuous for each co £d. Finally, we denote by <fr*P the

measure on W(Q) such that </>.P{A) = P(<p~x(A)) for all A c W(Q) such

that 4>~X(A) eJ. That is to say (¡>*P is the law of <j> under the measure P.

For the rest of this section we restrict our attention to Q = M and q0 = o.

For each s £ [0, 1] let zZs: W(M) —> M denote the coordinate functions

given by Zj(ct) = a(s). (Note under the above convention, X can be identified

with the identity map from W(M) to W(M).) Let &° be the cr-algebra on
W(M) generated by the coordinate maps {Lu : u < s}, and &° be the a-

algebra ^x°. We will refer to ^° as the raw cr-algebra and {^s°\s £ [0, 1]} as

the raw filtration on W(M). The next theorem supplies the definition and some

of the basic properties of Wiener and pinned Wiener measure on ( W(M) ,&'°).

Theorem 2.3. There exist two finite measures (v) and (ve) on (W(M), 2?°)

which are uniquely determined by specifying their finite dimensional distributions

as follows. For all k £ {1,2,3,...}, partitions 0 = So < sx < s2 < ■ ■ ■ <

sk_x<sk = lof[0,l], and for all bounded measurable functions f : Mk -> R ;

2/(/(IS|,...,I,J)

(2.5) r k
= /    f(xx, ... ,xk) Y\p¿s,(Xi-i, x¡)dxx---dxk ,

Jap fJl

and

ue(f(ls¡,... ,lSk))

= /      f(xx, ... ,xk_x,e)T[pASi(Xj-X,Xi)dxx---dxk_x,
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where xq = o, As,■■ = s¿ - s¡-X, pt(x, y) is the heat kernel, and xk = e in

(2.6). (Informally ve(-) = v(-\L\ = e) -px(o, e).) Furthermore the two measures

(v) and (ve) enjoy the following properties:

(1) Both measures v and ve are concentrated on the set of Holder contin-

uous paths for any Holder coefficient a < 1/2.
(2) The two measures v and ve are equivalent on *§° for each s < 1. /22

fact, ve(F) = v(pi-s(Ls, e)F) for all bounded 2?s°-measurable functions.

(3) The process {Ls}o<s<i is an M-valued Brownian motion with respect

to the filtered probability space (W(M), {2?°}, 2?°, v). Recall that this
means for all f £ (C°°(M)),  the process

(2.7) M¡ = f(ls) -/(lo) -\f AfÇLs,)ds'

is a martingale.

(4) The process {^s}o<s<\ is an M-valued semimartingale with respect to

the filtered probability space (W(M), {2?°}, 2?°, ve). Furthermore for

all f £ C°°(M), the process

Nl = fCLs)-fCL0)-1- [SAfCLs,)ds'

(2-8) J°
- /  df(Vlogpi-A^,e))ds'

Jo

is a martingale.

Remark 2.4. Notice that the measure v is concentrated on W0(M) and the

measure ve is concentrated on the set of pinned paths in W0(M) which end at

e £ M.

Proof. Most of the results in this theorem are standard. Item 4 goes under
the theory of Doob's " 22-transformation"; see Doob [12]. To my knowledge the

proof that /V/ is a martingale for 5 £ [0, 1 ] including 5 = 1 was first given by

Bismut in [4]. For a more general treatment of this issue see Yor [56], and the

related articles in the same lecture notes. The reader may also wish to consult

Jones and Leandre [25].
For the sake of completeness I will sketch the proof of this theorem. There

are of course a number of different proofs for each part.

The first step is the proof of existence of v and ve. I will only prove

the existence of ve since the argument for v is similar. Using Kolmogorov's

extension theorem (see for example [53]) it is easy to conclude there exists an

M -valued process Xs on some probability space (Ci, ?F, P) such that finite

dimensional distributions of {Xs} agree with those proposed for ve in (2.6).

If we can show that the process {Xs} has a continuous version (which will still

be called Xs), then the law of the process {Xs} will be the desired measure

ve. To this end we will apply Kolmogorov's lemma, see for example [44, 46]

or [53]. In order to use this lemma it is necessary to estimate P(d(Xs, Xt)h),

where 0 < s, t < 1, and k is a positive integer. (The following argument

is analogous to the proof of Proposition 2.1 in Epperson and Lohrenz [15].)

We consider the case where 5 < s < t < 1,   the other cases can be handled
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similarly. For s and t in this range we have

(2.9)

P(d(Xs,Xt)k)= /   ps(o,x)pt-s(x,y)pi-,(y,e)d(x,y)kdxdy
Jm*

<C I  (t - s)-d'2e-cd^x'^2^-s)pi^(y, e)d(x, y)k dxdy,
Jm2

where we have used the Gaussian upper bound in (2.1) twice. Now concentrate

on estimating the x-integral. By compactness of M, it is easy to see that there

is an e > 0 (independent of m £ M) such that the (geodesic) exponential map

(exp) restricted to TmM is a diffeomorphism on Bm(e)—the ball in TmM

centered at 0m € TmM of radius e. For v £ TmM, let pm(v) denote the

density of the pullback of the Riemannian volume form on M by expm with

respect to the volume form on TmM. Clearly pm(v) is a continuous function

on the e-neighborhood of the 0-section of TM. Therefore, by reducing e if

necessary we may assume there are constants 0 < a < b < oo such that

a < pm(v) < b for all m £ M and v e Bm(e). Using these comments and

passing to polar coordinates one finds (for ô > 0) the estimate

/ ô-d'2-e-cdix'y?'ôd(x,y)kdx
Jm

< [     S'd/2e-cd^x^2/sd(x, y)k dx + o-d'20(e-ct2)

(2.10) JBy(e)

<K f ô-d/2e~cr2/s rk rd~x dr + <ri//20(i>-ce2/<5)

Jo
< C(k)ôk'2

where the constant C(k) only depends on k. Combining 2.9 and 2.10 with

ô = t - s yields upon integrating out the y-variable (using the symmetry of

ps(x, y) and the fact that JMps(x, y)dy = 1 for all x £ M)

(2.11) P(d(Xs,Xt)k)<C(k)\t-s\k'2.

By similar arguments this last estimate is easily seen to be valid for all s and

t in [0,1]. It is now an easy matter to apply Kolmogorov's Lemma to conclude

there is a continuous version of {Xs} and in fact this version is a-Hölder

continuous for all a < 1/2. This proves the existence of ve and also item 1 in

the theorem. The same techniques also work for the measure v. The unicity

of the measures v and ve satisfying (2.5) and (2.6) respectively follows easily

from the fact that "smooth cylinder functions" of the form F = f(Ls¡, ... ,~LSk)

generate the cr-algebra 2?°.

It is clear that ve (F) = i/(pi_i(Z,s-, e)F) when F is a smooth cylinder

function on W(M) of the form F = fÇLSi, ... , Zjjk) with 0 < Si, ... , sk <
s < 1. Since such functions generate 2/°, it follows that ve = pi-s(Ls, •) • v

on 2?° for all s < 1. This proves item 2.

Item 3 in the theorem is well known from the theory of Markov processes, see

[53]. Indeed, using the the Markovian property of v one computes for s > t,
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F a bounded measurable ^"-measurable function, and / £ (C°°(M)) :

^-sHfPs)F) = ^p((e(°-'W2f)(lt)F)

= l-u(e^A'2Af)(lt)F) = v (^Af(ls)F^j .

Integrating this last expression from t to 5 shows that

v([M{ - Msf]F) = v ({/(I,) - f(ls) - jf ÍA/(Z,0 ds' J F^j = 0,

which shows that M^ is a martingale.

More generally, the computation done above can be extended to the case that

/ is a function of (s, x) £ [0, 1) x M. One then finds for s> t that

(2.12) jU(/(j ,ls).F) = v((jL + 1a) f(s, Is) • f) .

Now let 22(5, x) = pX-s(x, e). Then 22 satisfies dh/ds+ ¿Ah = 0 on [0, 1) x

M. Hence using (2.12), for s > t one computes

(2.13)

^e(fCLs)F) = ̂ (h(s,ls)f(ls)F) = v (JJL + 1a) [h(s,-Ls)fÇLs)]F

= v

= Ve

Vh(s,ls) • Vf(ls) + h(s, Zs)^Af(2s)

Vloèh(s,-Ls).Vf(ls) + ^Af(Zs)

It now follows by integrating (2.13), as was done for M^, that A// defined in

equation (2.8) is a martingale for s < 1. Because of the estimate (2.2) and item

1 of this theorem, it is clear that the integral in (2.8) is absolutely convergent

iva.e. even for 5 = 1. Therefore JV/ is a local martingale for s £ [0,1]. We

have already seen that i/e(d(L\-s, e)k) < C(k)(l - s)k/2 ; see equation (2.11).

Using this estimate and the gradient estimate (2.2), one easily shows that |iV/|

is bounded by a fixed function (g) which is independent of í and satisfies

ve(\g\k)<C(k,f)j0l(l- s)~kl2 < 00 provided that k < 2. Therefore, Nsf is

in fact a uniformly integrable martingale on [0, 1].   □

2.4. Filtration technicalities. For technical reasons when doing stochastic calcu-

lus it is convenient to work with filtered probabilities spaces (Ci, {^}, SF, P)

which satisfy the "usual hypothesis." That is SF should be complete with re-

spect to P, SFS should contain all P-null sets, and the filtration {¿F.} should be

right continuous. Since the two measures v and ve are not equivalent with re-

spect to one another on 2?°, it is not possible to complete (W(M), {2?°}, 2?°)

in such a way that the usual hypothesis will hold simultaneously for both mea-

sures v and ve. However for our purposes, it will suffice to have the usual

hypothesis hold with respect to the measure v = v + ve . We recall the follow-

ing standard augmentation process.
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Definition 2.5. Let (Si, {^} ,!F,P) be a filtered measure space. The comple-

tion of ¡F with respect to P is denoted by &p. The measure P extended to

9rP will still be denoted by P. Let JVP denote the P-null sets in Jf and
9¡p = a(3rsiJJ/'p), the augmented filtration.

In order to simplify notation we write yT for jVv , 2? for (2?°y , and 2?s

for (f&°)v. Since v and ve are absolutely continuous with respect to i/, it

follows that both v and ve have natural extensions to 2?. These extensions

will still be denoted by v and ve respectively.

Proposition 2.6. Using the above notation :

(1) The a-algebra 2?s may alternatively be described as 2?s = {Ac_ W(M) :

3B £ 2?s° 3 AAB £ yV},  where AAB = (A\B)U(B\ A).
(2) The measures v, ve,  and v are equivalent on 2?s for all s < 1.

(3) The a-algebras 2*s for s < 1 are complete with respect to both v and

Ve-

(4) The filtration {2?s}o<s<\ is right continuous.

Proof. The first three items in the theorem are routine and left to the reader.

The last item is well known in Markov theory and I will only briefly sketch the

argument.

Let s < t be in [0, 1], and assume that Z is a bounded smooth cylinder

function of the form Z = f(LSi, ... ,ZSk, Iit+,... , lSk+n), where 0 = ¿i <

s2 < ■ ■ ■ < sk = s < sk+x < < sk+n = 1.1 claim that v(Z\2?°+) = v(Z\2?°) v-

a.s. To see this choose t £ (s, sk+x), and compute v(Z\2?t°) using the Markov

property to get

v(Z\2?t0) = g(^,...,^sk,^t;t),

where

g(xx, ... ,xk,y0;t)= /    f(xx, ... ,xk,yx, ... ,yn) TT(/Wv;-i, y¡) dy¡),
Jm» i=1

As¡ = si+k - si+k_x for 2 > 1, and Asx = sk+x - t. Because the heat ker-
nel is smoothing the function g(xx, ... , xk, yo', t) is still smooth in all of its

variables. Therefore

v(Z\2?s\) = lirnu(Z\2?t°) = g(zZSl , ... , Zit, ls; s) = v(Z\2?f),
tis

for all smooth cylinder functions Z . By a monotone class argument one

concludes that 2y(Z|^" ) = v(Z\2?°) 2^-a.s., where Z is any bounded 2?°-

measurable function. From this observation and item 1 of this proposition, it

follows that v(Z\2?s+) = v(Z\2?s) ly-a.s. for all bounded ^-measurable func-

tions Z and s < 1. So if s < 1 and Z is abounded ^+-measurable function,

then Z = v(Z\2?s+) = v(Z\2?s). Hence Z is equal to a .^-measurable function

up to a 2/-null set in 2<s+ . By item 2 one concludes that Z is equal to a 2?s-

measurable function up to a P-null set. Therefore, Z is in fact ^-measurable,

because (W(M) ,{2?s},2?,v) satisfies the usual hypothesis.   D

2.5. The stochastic development map. The reader who finds this section too ab-

breviated should consult §8 of Driver [13]. In this section I will only remark
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here on the minor modifications needed to generalize the discussion in [13] to

cover the applications needed in this article.

We will need some more notations. For s £ [0, 1] let Bs: W(Rd) -» Rd

denote the coordinate map Bs(oj) = co(s), and &~s° be the cr-algebra on W(Rd)

generated by Bt for t < s. (Again ¡Fs° will be called the raw filtration and

3ro = 9^° will be called the raw cr-algebra on W(Rd).)

Definition 2.7. Relative to the filtered probability space (W(M), {%} ,2? ,v),

let ¥ : W(M) -* W(Rd) be a fixed version of / 0(ÔHS), where Hs is the
stochastic horizontal lift of {Ls} starting at u0 and S H denotes the Stratono-

vich differential of H.

Remarks 2.8. (1) Because the coordinate process {Ls} is a semimartingale rela-

tive to both of the measures ve and v it follows that {Ls} is a semimartingale

relative to the measure v also. This follows easily from Theorem 3, p. 45 of

Protter [44] and the definition of an A/-valued semimartingale.

(2) Because v and ve are absolutely continuous relative to v, it follows

that *P is a version of / e(6Hs) where all stochastic integrals and differential

equations are taken with respect to either v or ue.

Definition 2.9. The measures p, pe, and p on (W(Rd), y°) are defined to

be p = *P*2/, pe = *¥*ve, and ß = *¥*v = p + pe. To simplify notation we

write 9~ for (^°f, 9"s for {9"s°y, and JÍ for J\T*.

It is well known that p = *¥tv is nothing other than the standard Wiener

measure on W(Rd) ; see for example Emery [14, Proposition 8.26].

Proposition 2.10. Let ¥ : W(M) -> W(Rd) be as above, then:

(1) The measures p, pe, and p are all equivalent on &¡ for each s < 1.

(2) For each s < 1 the a-algebra ÏFS is complete with respect to p, pe,

and p.
(3) The filtration {!FS} is right continuous.

(4) The map ¥ : W(M) -* W(Rd) is 2?s /'^-measurable for all s £ [0, 1].

(5) The coordinate process {Bs} on ^(R^) (Bs(oj) = co(s)) is a semi-

martingale relative to the filtered measure space (W(M), {^}o<i<i,
y, p*), where p* is either p,   pe,  or p.

Proof. Items 1, 2, and 4 are easy and will be left to the reader. The proof of

item 3 is the same as the proof of item 4 in Proposition 2.6. The proof of item

5 follows from the "good integrator" definition of a semimartingale (see [44, p.

44]). See Lemma 8.5. of Driver [13] for more details.   D

Remark 2.11. We will use Girsanov's theorem in Theorem 2.13 to show that

martingale part of Bs relative to ( W(M), {^}o<i<i ,-F,Pe) is again a Brown-

ian motion.

Theorem 2.12. Relative to the filtered measure space (W(Rd), {¿Fs} ,SF,p), let

*¥ : W(Rd) -+ W(M) be a fixed version ofno I, where Is is the solution to

the Stratonovich stochastic differential equation dls = B{SBS)(IS) with initial

condition I0 = u0. The function *F is SFS¡3¡-measurable for all s £ [0, 1] and
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the function *F : W(Rd) —> W(M) is a measure theoretic isomorphism with

inverse *P 222 the following sense :

P{4'o'$'^id} = 0   and   p{¥o*¥ ¿ id} = 0.

Proof. The proof is only a minor modification of the proof of Theorem 8.3 in

[13].   □

Theorem 2.13.   Let *P «220? *F be as in Theorem 2.12 and set

bs = Vs = Bso$,

as=      Hs~xVlogpX-sl(lsl, e)ds',
Jo

and

As= j l;,xVlogpX-s,(Vs,,e)ds'.
Jo

Then ßs = bs - as and ßs = Bs - As (for s £ [0, 1]) are Rd-valued Brown-

ian motions relative to the filtered probability spaces (W(M), {^}o<j<i ,2? ,ve)

and (W(Rd), {^}0<i<i ,!F,pe) respectively.

Proof. In order to simplify notation set zs = pX-sÇLs, ?)■ As has already been

pointed out, it is well known that bs = *¥s is a Brownian motion relative the

filtered probability space (W(M), {2?s}o<s<\, &, v). Since ve = pX-s(Ls, e) •

v = zs ' v on 2?s for all s < 1, we know by Girsanov's theorem (see [44])

that ßs = bs - /g z~xd[zs, bs] is a 2/e-martingale for s < 1. We now need

to compute dzs. First recall that 1 = *¥ o b and that H = I o b 2/-a.s., so

that dH = B(ôb)(H). See §8 of [13] for more details. To simplify notation let
A: [0, 1) x O(M) —> R be given by h(s, u) = pX-s(n(u), e). Notice because

ps(x, e) is a solution to the heat equation on M that (d/ds + j Sf=i Bf)h =

0, where B¡ = B(e¡) with {e¡}d=l the standard basis on Rd. Because zs =

h(s, Hs) and the above remarks we find

dzs = B(dbs)(Hs)h(s, •) = H-xVpx_sÇLs, e) • dbs,

where we have used B(a)(u)h(s, •) = u~xVpX-s(n(u), e) • a. (We are writing

a • b for the standard dot product on Rd.) Thus

z~x dzs dbs = Hs-xVl02,pX-s(Zs, e) ds

and hence, with as = Jq H^xVpX-S'(Ls', e) ds', it follows that ßs = bs - as is

a ve -martingale at least for 5 < 1. Because v and ve are equivalent on 2?s

for s < 1, it follows that ßs and bs have the same quadratic variations, i.e.

[ßs. ßs] = àijS. Therefore by Levi's theorem (see for example [44]) ßs is an

Rd-valued Brownian motion relative ve. We already know a priori that bs is

a ivsemimartingale, so that the decomposition of b into ß + a must be valid
for s = 1 also.

Alternatively, by the same techniques as in the proof of (2.8) it is clear that

the integrand in the definition of as is iva.s. integrable for 0 < s < 1. In

particular as is a continuous process of bounded variation (relative to ve) and

since ßs is a Brownian motion for s < 1 it follows that ßx = limíT1 ßs exists
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t/e-a.s..  Therefore, by continuity, the set {bs = ßs + asVs £ [0, 1]} has full

ivmeasure.
The proof of the decomposition of Bs is similar. The key observations is

that on &¡~ for any s < 1 the measure pe is given by pe = pX-s(KVs, e) • P-

Using this fact, the desired decomposition is again a straightforward application

of Girsanov's theorem.   D

3. The flow and quasi-invariance

Let H denote the set of absolutely continuous functions 22 : [0,1] —* Rd such

that 22(0) = 0 and 22' e L2(ds). As in [13] one can consider the following

"vector field" (Xh) on W0(M) given by Xh(a)(s) = Hs(a)h(s), where a £

W0(M) and Hs(a) denotes the stochastic horizontal lift of cr|m,i] to 0(M)

starting at u0. One should note that this vector field is really an equivalence class

of vector fields with any particular representative depending on the particular

representative chosen for //$(•)• We now recall the Theorem 8.5 from Driver

[13].

Theorem 3.1. For each h £ Hfl C1 there exists a function Sh : W(M) -» W(M)
having the following properties :

(1) Sh is 2?» ¡2?sv-measurable for all s £ [0, 1].

(2) There are versions of S'h and its horizontal lifts H(Sth) such that for v

almost every co £ W(M), the functions f(t, s) = S'sh(œ), df(t, s)/dt,

and (t, s) -» Hs(S'.h(œ)) are jointly continuous. Furthermore for v-a.e.

œ, S'sh(co) satisfies

(3.1) j¡Sts»(co) = Hs(Stsh(co))h(s)   withS°h(oj) = co(s).

(3) The functions {Sh}heilnC¡ satisfy the group property Sxh o Sth = $(<+*)*

up to v-indistinguishability, for all t, t e R.
(4) The measures vh = S+v and v are equivalent. Furthermore for s £

[0,1], the Radon-Nikodym Z^ = dvh/dv\^ of vh\g„ with respect to

v\gv is

ds(3.2) Z* = exp [- í a~h -0-hdb-^ Í \a-h(s)\2

In (3.2) (ah, 0a) isa Rd x 0(d)-valuedcontinuous 2?su-adaptedprocess

and b is the v-Brownian motion b = *F. The process (ah, 0a) can be

defined by the equation

(3.3) $ o s£ = f &s, dbs' + / 4 ds'.
Jo Jo

(5) There is a constant C independent o/AeHnC1 such that v-a.s.

(3.4) KA|<C{|/2'(5)| + |/2(5)|}.

Remark 3.2.  The estimate (3.4) is not explicitly stated in Theorem 8.5. of [ 13].

However, this estimate follows easily from Lemma 6.1. of [13] using a0 = 0,
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the assumption that V is TSS, and the fact that ath solves equation (6.6) of

[13].
Now let H0  denote the set of h £ H such that 22(1) = 0. In the next

proposition we choose a nice version of the flow Sh for h £ H0 n C1.

Proposition 3.3. Keep the same notation as in Theorem 3.1. For h restricted to

lie in H0 n C1 it is possible to choose a versions of Sh in Theorem 3.1 such that

(1) Sh is 2?s ¡2?°-measurable for all s£[0, 1] (we will see later that Sh is

in fact 2?s/2?s-measurable),

(2) ve-a.s. d(Ssh, Is) < \h(s)\ and in particular limjTi S* = e,

(3) the process (Oh , ah) may be chosen to be 2?s-adapted for se[0, 1).

Proof. By Proposition 2.6, for each s0 £ [0, 1) the filtered probability space

(W(M), {2?s}s<s0 ,&s„,v) satisfies the usual hypothesis. Therefore one can con-

struct a function s°Sh which is %I2?S°-measurable for all s < s0 and satisfies

items 2-5 in Theorem 3.1 for s < s0. (This is Theorem 3.1 with [0,1] replaced

by [0, s0].) Now choose a sequence {s„} c [0, 1) such that s„ increases to 1 as
22 —► 00. Let "Sh = SnSh , with SnSh described above. For any pair of positive

integers (m, n) set

Cim,n = {co£ W(M) : *S?((o) = mS*(co)Vs £ [0, snAsm]}.

Because of the uniqueness of the functions Sh in Theorem 3.1 (see [13, Corol-

lary 6.3]) it follows that v(Cim¡n) = 1. Clearly Simn is 2?Sn\jSm-measurable,

and hence it also follows that ve(Slm,n) = ve(l) for all (222, 22). Let Si0 =

Pim,n=i&™,n- Then v(Si0) = ve(Si0)/ve(l) = 1 and in particular Ci0 £ 2?o-

For s < 1 define

(3.5) s> (lim^x»S*(œ)   for co £ Ci0,
v     '                        sy   '     \co0 for co $. Ci0,

where co 0 is a fixed path in W(M) for which coo(0) = o and co0(\) = e. It

is easy to see that Sh in (3.5) is 2/s¡2>°- measurable for all s < 1.

Because of equation (3.1), the fact that Hs(S'.h) £ O(M), and the definition

of the Riemannian distance d on M it easily follows for each J6[0, 1] that

(3.6) |rf(S* , I,)| < \h(s)\ holds i/-a .s.

Now for s < 1 the set {\d(S¡ , Xä)| < \h(s)\} is ^-measurable. Since v and

ve are equivalent on 2?s, it follows that (3.6) holds iva.e. also. Because both

sides of the inequality in (3.6) are continuous it follows that the set

(3.7) {|rf(^,If)|<|Ä(5)|V5<l}

has full measure with respect to both ve and v. Because of the assumption

that 22 £ H0 n C1 ( 22(1) = 0) and the above comments it follows that the set

(3.8) Cix = ico: limd(S*(co),co(s)) = 0

has full measure with respect to both v and ve . So on Cix we may extend the

definition of Sh (to s = 1) by setting Sf = ¿Zx on Six. For co $ Six redefine
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Sf(co) = co0(s) where co0 is a fixed path in W(M) such that coo(0) = o and

co0(l) = e. It is easily seen that this function Sh has all of the properties

asserted in the theorem. (Notice that Xi = e  fe-a.s.)

By similar reasoning, one may show that the process (0* , a%) can be chosen

to be ^-adapted for all s < 1. The key point is that (0a , ah) are unique up

to 2v-indistinguishability (see Theorem 6.1 in [13]) and so the same arguments

as above still apply.   D
We now come to the main theorem of this paper.

Theorem 3.4. Let h £ H0 n C1 and Sh be as above. For notational simplicity

let Vg = S*ve on 2?°. Then ve and v^ are equivalent on 2?°. More precisely

where

(3.9)
Zh = exp / orh • Orh db - \ [ \a-h(s)\2ds

Jo 2 Jo

which is the same expression as in (3.2) with 5=1. However, one should

now interpret the stochastic integrals relative to the filtered probability space

(W(M), {2?s} ,2?,ve) or even better (W(M), {%} ,2?,v). Furthermore, the

process Sh is 2?s Immeasurable for all s £ [0, 1] and SthoSxh = S<m>*  v-a.e.

for all t, x £ R.

Proof. Recall relative to ve, the process b is no longer a Brownian motion but

has the decomposition b = ß + a given in Theorem 2.13. Now by using item

2 in Theorem 2.3 one easily shows vj? = zs • ve on 2?° for s < 1, where

(3.10) zs = Pl-s{%" 'J:)Z* = ws ■ Zsh = ws • (xs • ys),
Pi-s(^s, e)

(3.11)

(3.12)

and

(3.13)

Ws =
Pi-s(S;

pX-s(Ls,e)

xs = exp
Jo

0~hdß 1  Ti -
2Va

y s = exp

exp

h ■ 0~hda

\s)\2ds

(s') • 0'h(s')H-xVlog/2,_,,(!,,, e)ds'

h _In order to show v¡! = Zh • ve , it suffices to show that zs converges to Z

Z* in Lx(ve) as s-» 1. For then it would follow that v%(F) = ve(Z\F) where

F is any ^"-bounded measurable function and í € [0, 1). By a monotone class

argument one can then easily conclude that v^(F) = ve(Z\F) for all bounded

2?° = cr((Ji<1 2?°)-measurable functions. The assertion that Z\ = L'-lim^! zs

is an easy consequence Holder's inequality and Lemmas 3.5-3.7 below.
We now know on 2?° that S*v = Zh • v and S^ve = Zh -ue,  so it im-

mediately follows that S*v = Zh • v on 2?° also.  It is a trivial exercise to
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show that (5a)-1 (yfp) c JF* which, along with the fact that Sh is 2?s/2?f-

measurable for all s, implies that Sh is 2?s/^-measurable for all 5. There-

fore, given s £ [0, 1), the set As = {S'sh o Sxh ¿ S{st+x)h} is ^-measurable.

Because of Theorem 3.1, item 3 and Proposition 2.6, item 2, it follows that

v(As) = 0 for all 5 £ [0, 1). Finally because of the continuity of 5A it follows

that v({Sth oSTh ¿ S^'+^h}) = v(f]s€[0 {]AS) = 0. This proves the remaining

assertions of the theorem.   D

Lemma 3.5. ve-a.s. the process ws in equation (3.11) is bounded and limîTi ws =

1.

Lemma 3.6. The process xs in equation (3.12) converges to xx in Lp(ve) for

all p < oo.

Lemma 3.7. The process ys in equation (3.13) converges to yx in Lp(ve) for all

p < 00.

Proof of Lemma 3.5. By the estimate (2.3) and Proposition 3.3 there exists a

constant C such that 2va.s.

(3.14)        \ws\ =
Pi-s(S-», e)

Pis(Zs, e)

<    cnz*,v>< expc¡M
1-5 1—5

Since by assumption 22(1) = 0 and 22 is C1,   it follows that \h(s)\/(l -s)

remains bounded for all 5 £ [0, I), and hence so does \ws\.

From the asymptotic expansion (2.4) one learns that

(3.15)     ws = exp (^±-^[d(Srh , e)2 - d(ls, e)2]) {1 + 0(1 - s)}

for 5 sufficiently close to 1. Now by repeated use of the triangle inequality and

Proposition 3.3 one has

(3.16)
\d(S-h , e)2 - d(Zs, e)2\ < \d(S~h , e) - dÇLs, e)\ ■ \d(Sih , e) + d(Zs, e)\

<d(Sih,Ts)-\d(S-h,e) + d(2Zs,e)\

<\h(s)\-{\h(s)\ + 2d(ls,e)}.

Since |A(s)|/(l - s) remains bounded and because 2^-a.s. Lj —► e as s î 1, it

follows from (3.15) and (3.16) that iva.s. linVi ws = 1.    D

Proof of Lemma 3.6. Let ß = b - a be the 2^-Brownian motion defined in
Theorem 2.13 and define the 2^-martingale Ms by Ms = - J0sa~h • 0~h dß .

Then one easily shows that xs = exo{Ms - \[M, M]s}. Because of equation

(3.4), there is a constant C = C(h) such that [M, M]i < C 2/e-a.s. It is

now an easy application of Novikov's criterion to show that xs is a martingale

and ve(x¡) < ec^-r^2 for all r £ R; see Remark 8.1. of [13] for more

details. By Doob's inequality, for p > 1, x* = supie[0, i] \xs\ satisfies ve(x*p) <

{p/(P - l))p ec(r ~rV2. The lemma is now easily proved using the dominated

convergence theorem.   D

In order to prove Lemma 3.7 we will need the following:
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Lemma 3.8. There is an e > 0 such that

(3.17) ve(e^dJ^dsh<oo.

Proof. Since M is compact it follows that /0 d(Ls, e)/(l -s)ds < Klog2

< co where K = supm6A/ d(m, e). Therefore it suffices to show that there is an

e > 0 such that

(3.18) ^*^H2)<oo.

Now let k: W(M) -> W(M) denote the map defined by 2c(<y)(s) = co(l - s)
where 5 £ [0, 1]. Then if veo is defined in the same way as ve except with o

and e interchanged it follows trivially from (2.6) that ve = K*vey0- Therefore

(3.18) may be rewritten as

(3.19) K,veAe^^dsh = ^eAe^lld-^dsh.

We may now write the right member of (3.19) as

r fi/2 ¿(i,.<■) . i2
(3.20) v(pi/2(li/2,o)-eeV°      '   ds\),

where v is the Wiener measure on (W(M), 2?°) which is concentrated on the

paths (We(M)) starting at e £ M. Since M is compact Pi/2(', o) is bounded,

and so it now suffices to show that

[rl/2 d{Zs,e) -|J 2
(3.21) 3e>03v(eelji>      '    ds\ ) < oo.

With the aid of the Whitney embedding theorem, one may choose C°°-func-

tions {A}£Li such that D¡(e) = 0 and d(x, e) < ¿£, \D¡(x)\ for all x in M.

(Indeed, let M be embedded in R^and set D¡(x) = C[yi(x)-y¡(0)] where C
is a suitably large constant and y, is the 2th standard coordinate function on

R^.) Using these remarks, in order to prove (3.21) it suffices to show for each

C°°-function D : M -► R satisfying D(e) = 0 that

(3.22) 3e > 0 3 v(ec LJo        ~"'\ ) < oo.
^[/„'"isaii*]

Now fix such a function D, then using the stochastic development in §2.5 one

finds that

(3.23) D(LS) = jS HrlVD(ls)-dbs + JS ^AD(ls)ds,

where bs is an Rd-Brownian motion and Hs is a continuous O(M) valued

process. Therefore |Z)(Si)| < Ks + \ /q HfxVD(Ls) • dbs\, where K is now a

bound on \AD. Set Ns = /JH~XVD(LS) • dbs, so that Ns is a continuous
martingale. Notice that the quadratic variation satisfies [A^, N]s < Cs, where
C is a bound for |VD|. Putting these comments together we now see it suffices
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to show that

(3.24) 3e > 0 3 E(ee \.S°ß ̂ds] ) < oo,

where N is a continuous martingale such that A/o = 0 and [A^, N]s < Cs for

some constant C.
To verify (3.24) we use the same technique employed to prove Lemma 9.3.

in [13]. By the Dambis-Dubins-Schwarz Theorem (see [46, Theorem 1.7, p.

171] or [48, Chapter IV, §34]) there is a continuous martingale Ñ and a

Brownian motion B on some probability space ((Si,SF,P)) such that N

and Ñ have the same law, and Ñ = B[ÑÑ]s. Given an a e (0, 1/2) set

|/|a = supí;í,e[0;C] \f(s) - f(s')\/\s - s'\a, where / is any real valued contin-

uous function on [0, C] such that f(0) = 0. Then

\ÑS\ = \B([M, M]s)\ < \Ê\a • [M, M]° < \B\a • Casa.

It now follows by elementary calculus that ¡J \Ñs\/sds < a~xCa\Ê\a. Since

the expectation in (3.24) satisfies

^[/^AF) = ¥[f*¿í)<£(^|J|»),

it suffices to show that there is an e > 0 such that Ëe^B^ < oo. But this

follows from Fernique's theorem (see [29, pp. 159-160] or [24, p. 402]), since

the Holder seminorms | • |Q for a < 1/2 are measurable seminorms for the

standard Wiener measure.   D

Proof of Lemma 3.7. First notice that the integrand in the right-hand member

of (3.13) can be estimated (using the estimates (3.4), (2.2), and the assumption

that h£U0nCx)by

(3.25) \a-h(s)\ • |V logpX-s(Zs, e)\ < K[\dÇLs, e)\/(l - s) + (1 - s)"1/2],

where K is a suitably large constant. Because of item 1 in Theorem 2.3 we know

ve-a.s. that \d(Ls, e)\ < C(l -5)1/4 for some random constant C. Therefore

the right member of (3.25) is in Lx([0, 1], ds) 2^-a.s. This shows 2/e-a.s. that

yx exists and limiTiys = y\-
From the definition of ys in (3.13) and the bounds in (3.25) it follows that

(3.26) \ys\ < exp
<i:

\dÇLu,e)
1 - u

du+ 2

By Lemma 3.8, one easily shows that all powers of the dominating function on

the right side of (3.26) are integrable. Therefore, the lemma is now proved with

the aid of the dominated convergence theorem.   0

3.1. Integration by parts. We conclude this paper with an integration by parts

formula which is completely analogous to Theorem 9.1 in Driver [13]. In fact,
it is possible to give essentially the same proof but we will instead prove the

result using Theorem 9.1 in [ 13]. Before stating the integration by parts formula

we will need some more notation.
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Definition 3.9. For H £ O(M) and a £ Rd ,  define the Ricci tensor by

d

RicH(a) = 5^ SiH(a, 4)4 e Rd.

i=i

Definition 3.10. For H £ O(M) and a € Rd, set

êH(a) = Y/&H(ei,a,ei),
2=1

where {e¡}f=1 is an orthonormal basis for Rd,  and

6^(a, é, c) s B(a)(H)(u -» 6u(/3, c».

Let ^° be the raw filtration on W(0(M)), i.e., the filtration on W(0(M))

generated by the coordinate functions {Ut},e[otS] where Ut(u) = u(t) for all u £

W(0(M)). As above, let H: W(M) -» W(0(M)) be a fixed version (relative
to the filtered measure space (W(M), {2?s} ,2? ,v)) of the horizontal lift of the

process {Ls} such that H0 = u0. It follows automatically that H is 2?sIm-

measurable for all 5 £ [0, 1] and that H is a version of the horizontal lift of

{Ls} relative to both measures ve and v.

Definition 3.11 (22-derivative). Let / : W(M) -> R be a C2-cylinder function,

that is f(L) = F(LSi, ... , I,Sk) for some 0 < sx < s2 < • •■ < sk < 1 and

some C2-function F : Mk -* R. (Note : Because 2va.s. Lx = e, we can and

always do assume that 5^ < 1.) Then the h-derivative of f is the function

dhf : W(M) -» R given by

k

(3.27) dhf(l) = Y,MZm,(W(Si)),
!=1

where for v £ TM,   fi(L)(v) = v(F(zZSl ,■■■ , IS(_,, •, 2ii+,, ... ,lSk).

Remark 3.12. As noted in [13], d¡¡fi is only defined up to ¡/-equivalence and

hence ^-equivalence. It is also shown in [13] that dhf can be defined by

dhf = (d/dt)\of o Sth , where the derivative is taken in ^-probability.

Theorem 3.13. Let h £ H0 (1 Cx, ft e ToZ, 0226? H be the horizontal lift
as above. Then with respect to the L2(ve)-inner product the adjoint (d¿) of dh

contains the set of C2-cylinder functions (hence is densely defined). Furthermore

if f is a C2-cylinder function, then

(3.28) d*hfi=-dhfi+z(h)f,

where z(h) = /0'[i KicH(h) + ±êH(h) + h'] ■ db.

Proof. For each C2-cylinder function (/), let d¡¡f be given by equation (3.28).

It suffices to show that for all C2-cylinder functions that

ve(dhf-g) = ve(f-d*hg).
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According to Theorem 9.1 of Driver [13] the above displayed equation is valid

if ve is replaced by v. Therefore if / and g are two C2-cylinder functions

and s is sufficiently close to 1 we have

Ve(dhf-g) = v(dhf-(gPi-s(Zs,e)))

(3.29) = v(f[-dh + z(h)](gPi-s(Zs, <?)))

= v(fd¿g-pi-s(¿Zs, e)) + ve(fg ■ dh ln(pi_s(Ls, e))).

So in order to finish the proof it suffices to show that J = lim^i v(fd¡¡¡g ■

Pi-s(2Zs, e)) = ve(fd¿g), and L = limiTi ve(fg • dh ln^i^I,, <?))) = 0. We
start with J.

First notice that dhg is still ^-measurable for 5 sufficiently close to 1,

and hence v(fdhg - P\-S(LS, e)) = ve(fdhg) for 5 close to 1. So to show

J = ve(fdh*g) it suffices to show limjTi v(fgz(h)px_s(Ls, e)) = ve(fgz(h)).

To this end set

= js^-KicH(h) + \ê„(h) + h' db,

where b = *P as in Theorem 2.13. Now b is a 2y-Brownian motion so that zs

is a v-martingale. Since fgpX-s(£s, e) is ^-measurable for 5 close to 1, it

follows for 5 near 1 that

v(fgz(h)pi-s(^s, e)) = v(fgzspi-s(Ls, e)) = ve(figzs).

From this last equation and the fact that / and g are bounded, it now suffices

to show that zs —> zx = z(h) in Lx(ve) as s î 1.

To verify that zs —> zx, let bs = ßs + as be the decomposition in Theorem

2.13 and decompose zs = xs + ys where

■jfBRic„(h) + ^rêH(h) + h' dß

and
rs ri i ~

■da.ys = J^lRiCfl(h)+l-êH(h)+h'

Since ß is a 2/e-Brownian motion, it is clear that xs is an L2-martingale and in

particular xs —> xx in L1 as 5 î 1. We now must show that ys converges to yx

in Lx as 5 î 1. To simplify notation, set R = [¿ Ricn(h) + ¿Qfí(h) + h'] and

notice that R is uniformly bounded since h £ H0 n C1, and M is compact.
With this notation and the definition of a, ys can be written as

ys= /  Rs'Hs-xVlogpX-s>(Zs>, e)ds'.
Jo

Using this last equation and the estimate (2.2) one easily shows (with K =

K(h') > 0 sufficiently large) that:

ds'.(3.30, ly¡-y,liKj>[f±Jl + vr-

By (2.11) it follows that ve(dÇLS', <?)) < C(l)y/1 - s',  which combined with

(3.30) easily shows that ve(\yx - ys\) < 2K(C(l) + 1)\/1 -5. Hence, ys con-
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verges in Lx(ve) to yx as desired. Therefore, zs=xs + ys converges to zx in

Lx(ve) as claimed and we have shown that J = ve(fd¡¡g).

Now the " L" term is easily shown to be zero as follows. First notice that

\dhln(px_s(Ls, e))\ < \Vln(px„s(ls,e))\\h(s)\. Hence using (2.2) and (2.11) as
above one shows for sufficiently large constants K and C that

L </¡riimsup^dVln^^^Z,, e))||/2(5)|) < Climsup[|/2(j)|/\/rr5].
ifl sU

Since by assumption 22(1) = 0 and 22 is C1,  the last limit is clearly 0 and
hence L = 0.    0
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